CHARTS IN2018, IN2051, IN2059, IN2060, IN2080 AND IN2083: POSITIONS
To agree with the larger scale charts IN2018, IN2051, IN2059, IN2060, IN2080
and IN2083 which are referred to WGS84 Datum, positions read from chart
IN203 must be adjusted by 0·03 minutes NORTHWARD and 0·02 minutes
WESTWARD.
TRAFFIC SEPARATION SCHEME IN THE
APPROACHES TO ANCONA

Diagram showing amendments to Traffic Separation Scheme and
Anchorage Areas to be implemented at 00:01 Local Time on 15 January 2020.

NOT TO BE USED FOR NAVIGATION
IN THE SUNDA STRAIT
TRAFFIC SEPARATION SCHEME

Diagram shows new Traffic Separation Scheme to be implemented at 0000 UTC on 1 July 2020

NOT TO BE USED FOR NAVIGATION
IN THE LOMBOK STRAIT
TRAFFIC SEPARATION SCHEME
Diagram shows new Traffic Separation Scheme
To be implemented at 0000 UTC on 1 July 2020
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